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Calls for restitution propelled by the Black Lives Matter movement, the 2019 introduction of bills in the U.S. House and Senate to study reparations for the effects of slavery, the widely-read decolonizing reports by French art historian Bénédicte Savoy and British archaeology professor Dan Hicks, past and present looting, and the adoption of new collection policies such as the Smithsonian’s on ethical returns on April 29, have “roiled the museum world”¹ and now position (museum) archivists to speak on items’ provenance narratives to governing authorities. Preparing provenance researchers of all titles and experience levels to face knotty restitution issues is arguably part of the collecting institution’s due diligence, and continuing education providers have met some needs.

The importance of provenance is evidenced by the current public pressure on archivists to provide detailed provenance information about items in their care; however, thousands of materials remain unexamined due to lack of both an extensible protocol and access to formal learning opportunities. To meet the public demand for swift action on collections, new offerings must concertedly address extant limiting factors: case study reliance, prohibitive costs, high selectivity towards their applicants, and even internationalization which can hinder in-person accessibility to such knowledge. Our presentation will review the successes of major efforts such as the European-led Provenance Research Training Program (PRTP), the German/American Provenance Research Exchange Program (PREP, 2017-19) and Hidden Networks: The Trade of Asian Art (2020-22), German professorships in provenance research (Berlin, Leuphana), annual courses by the U.S.-based Holocaust Art Restitution Project [Inc.] (HARP) co-located with the Association for Research into Crimes Against Art’s (ARCA) Amelia Conference, and academic courses based in U.S. law schools and museum studies programs, among others (e.g., U.K.’s Christie’s), to articulate how future education about provenance might reach worldwide audiences and amplify (if not crowdsource) provenance research progress.
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